
Pen & Tylers Green 2XI vs HURLEY 1XI – 13th June 2015 
 

HURLEY 
Sc Taylor b Khan 4 

D Simoes c Khan b Henderson 72 

N Akhtar b Tayab 51 

S Wright b Tayab 6 

R Dhanwani b Tayab 6 

V Sharma c Royce b Tayab 11  

R Brown b Khan 37  

I Arshad Not Out 21 

V Bhagwani Not Out 10 

P Ridgeway 

M Basherat 

 Extras 18 

 Total 236-7 

 

PEN & TYLERS GREEN 2XI 
A Khan c Simoes b Brown 26 

Tayab b Bhagwani 34 

R Royce b Akhtar 12 

H Dickinson b Akhtar 0 

E Scott b Bhagwani 1 

J Godfrey c Simoes b Basherat 47 

J Morris b Akhtar 1 

C Latta b Brown 11 

M Henderson b Ridgeway 8 

S Coleman lbw b Ridgeway 4 

T Bentley Not Out 0 

 Extras 6 

 Total 150ao 

 

R Brown 6.2-0-37-2 N Akhtar 7-2-20-3  

I Arshad 6-1-28-0 Mo Basherat 6-0-23-1 

V Bhagwani 7-2-34-2 P Ridgeway 6-2-8-2 

 

As you settled down after your Christmas dinner to watch Steve McQueen don leather jacket 

and sit astride a German motorbike, you probably thought that this was the best Great 

Escape. However, Hurley taking 85 out of a possible 90 points in their final 3 games to escape 

the drop to Division 3 ranks as another unlikely achievement. Having closed the 36 point 

deficit, Hurley visited Pen & Tylers Green still needing a win to be assured of safety. The wicket 

looked very damp and so the home side had little hesitation in asking Hurley to bat. With one 

end keeping low, openers Scott Taylor (4) and Dave Simoes (72) began cautiously but lost 

Taylor in the 7th over with the score on 15. Boundaries were a rare commodity despite the 

compact ground until Simoes and Naeem Akhtar (51) got into their stride to add 115 in 26 

overs. The introduction of Tayab (4-47) immediately ended the partnership with his second 

ball beating Akhtar’s forward defensive. Tayab threatened to derail Hurley’s Houdini act as 

the visitors declined from 115-1 to 158-5. Simoes’ brave innings concluded with the 

introduction of leg-spin from Michael Henderson as the diminutive opener shovelled 

Henderson’s second ball to square leg. Much needed clout came from Ross Brown (37) with 

another classy innings from another of Hurley’s young talent hitting 7 boundaries in his 31 ball 

stay. Imran Arshad (21not) and Vik Bhagwani (10not) eased Hurley past their goal setting PTG 

237 to win from 50 overs. 

 



Khan (26) and Tayab (34) set off in pursuit in positive style hitting 43 in 8 overs before Khan 

gloved Brown (2-37) to keeper Simoes who tumbled backwards and plucked the ball one 

handed in front of slip. Tayab then became the aggressor as he and Royce (12) added 30 in 

5 overs to lift PTG to a menacing 73-1 with only 13 overs consumed. Hurley’s go-to man, 

skipper Akhtar (3-20) then brought himself on and immediately bowled Royce and Dickinson 

in the 14th. Three overs later Bhagwani (2-34) pulled off the same trick as PTG slipped to 78-5. 

Godfrey (47) and Morris (1) then had Hurley sweating adding 41 for the 6th wicket with 

Godfrey being particularly belligerent on a diet of full tosses and short bowling. Akhtar 

removed Morris with another ball that kept low and Mo Basherat (1-23) was greeted with 

another lusty blow from Godfrey but next ball nicked to keeper Simoes. Phil Ridgeway (2-8) 

denied any batting helped clean up the tail but it was Ross Brown generating good pace 

that took out Latta’s leg stump to give Hurley victory by 86 runs and 11 overs to spare. A 

good game played competitively but crucially in good spirit. Thanks must also go to Dave 

Walton for umpiring and standing at both ends all match. 


